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Abstract. We consider the numerical procedure introduced in [l] in order to compute the ex- 
pansion of a function f with respect to a compactly supported wavelet basis, for which we give 
an error estimate in the W’J’ norm. We also prove an interpolation estimate in the HS norm. 
Wavelets bases [2] are a class of orthonormal bases of L’(R) each one of which contains 
functions of the same shape (see (9)). These bases have many theoretical and computational 
properties. 
One of the most interesting features of wavelets is the fact that they provide an 
unconditional basis [3] for most of the usual functional spaces. An unconditional basis 
for a Banach space B is a basis ek with the following property: %’ 2 1 such that I&k] 5 ]pk] 
implies )I xk crkek]]B < Cl] xk Pkek]]e. In practical cases this implies that given the de- 
composition of a function f E L2(R) with respect to such a basis, we can tell whether this 
function belongs to a particular space (LP, H”, BilP, C’) by looking at the absolute value 
of its coefficients. In many cases we can also estimate the norm of such a function by means 
of a simple expression involving the coefficients (see (10) in the following). 
Another property of these bases is that the basis functions are rapidly decreasing at infinity 
(in some cases they are compactly supported) hence they are localized in space, and not 
just in frequency. 
Among the computational properties, we recall property (15) in the following and we 
recall that most of the operations can be performed in parallel. 
Wavelets bases have been applied (together with the structure of Multiresolution 
Analysis, which is strictly related to wavelets [4]) in problems related to theoretical physics 
[5], signal analysis and image processing [6] ( compression, edge detection). In all of these 
problems the properties of wavelets led to interesting results. Recently wavelets have been 
applied to the solution of PDE’s ([1,7]). In all of these problems there is the need of calcu- 
lating the projection of a given function f over a subspace V, c L*(R) whose orthonormal 
basis has the form {c&k = 2*/*4(2* z-h), Ic E Z} where 4 (the so called scaling function) 
is a given function of L*(R) satisfying property (7) and some additional conditions [2]. The 
direct computation of the coefficients (f, $&k) may be quite complicated particularly in the 
case of the “compactly supported wavelets” [S] case, since then the function 4 is defined by 
means of an iterative algorithm and its integral is not easy to compute. In this paper we 
will describe a numerical procedure for the computation of the coefficients (f, #Jmk) and we 
will give an estimate of the error. 
In the following ]J]S,p,r will denote the WSJ’(I) semi-norm and ]f]S,p will denote the 
W*,P(R) semi-norm. 
We begin by recalling the following definition [2]: 
A multiresohtion analysis, (MRA) is a sequence (Vm),,,ez of closed subspaces of L*(R) 
verifying the following properties: 
vrn c vm+1, VmEZ. (I) 
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urnE~Vm = L’(R) and rlmEZ V, = (0). (2) 
f(z) E V, e JY2g) E Vm+l, VmE2. (3) 
f(z) E vm e f(x - 2+k) E vnl, Vk E 2. (4 
Moreover there exists a function 4(z), which will be called “scaling function” denoted 
4 mk = 2+fJ(2”2 - k) (5) 
such that, the set {&k, k E 2) is an orthonormal basis for V,. 
The multiresolution analysis is said to be r-regular, T E N if the function 4 verifies: 
la”4(x)l I Cm(l + lzl)-m VS 5 r9 VmEN. (6) 
Since the inclusion Vo C VI holds, it is possible to express the function 4(z) E Vo by using 
the basis {&k}&Z of VI. The following “dilation equation” will then hold for some value of 
the coefficients CL: 
d(z) = c ckd%J(2~ - k). (7) 
k 
One can then decompose L2(R) as 
P(R) = KJ $$ W, = Fij W,, 
m=O m=-cc2 
where W, is the orthogonal complement of V, in Vm+l. If we define 
11, = c dkhk, $‘mk = 2m’2$!‘(2m~ -k), 
k 
(8) 
(9) 
with d, = (-1)“~1-~, the set {&), k E 2) will be an orthonormal basis for W,, and then 
{@rnk, m, k E 2) is an orthonormal basis for L2(rP) (the so called wavelet orthonormal 
basis). 
The approximation of a function f(g) E L2(R) at a resolution 2m is defined as the or- 
thogonal projection of f(z) onto Vm, which will be denoted P,f, while Qmf will denote its 
projection on W, (the “detail” at resolution zm). 
If the function $(z) is regular enough [3], then the wavelet orthonormal basis is an un- 
conditional basis for most usual functional spaces (the LP spaces, the Holder homogeneous 
spaces C’, the Besov spaces BiJ’). As a consequence, we have for instance the following [2]: 
if V, is an r-regular MRA, f = C k ffk4Ok + Cm>0 Ck Pmkdmk we have v% 0 5 s 5 p, 
41f113,2 5 cat + c c 22Sm,$,k 5 c,“(f> < +O”. (10) 
k mzk k 
In [S] the following theorem is proved: 
THEOREM 1. For all integer T 2 1 there exists an r-regular multiresolution analys;S V, of 
L2(R) such that the functions q6 and 1c, are compactly supported. 
Moreover, we will need the following properties [7]: 
LEMMA 1. There exist two constants cl > CZ, > 0 such that Vp E [l,+oo], Vm E N and for 
all functions f(z) = ck ak&l: one ha.% 
l/P 
I c2 IflO,P~ (11) 
LEMMA 2. Let V, be an r-regular MRA. Then there exists a constant C such that, for 
1 5 p < +OO, j E i! and f = ck &k4jk if f E P(R) and s E N, s 5 P one h: 
IJ%,p I C2”jlflop (12) 
The proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2 can be found in [2]. 
By applying the preceding lemmas one has: 
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PROPOSITION 1. In the same hypothesis f = ~cu&,,~ and s E N, s 5 T implies 
(13) 
The following interpolation estimate holds: 
THEOREM 2. Let V, be an r-regular MRA, and let f E #(R), t 5 T, f = x1 (Ykf/hX + 
Enlo xk &,k&k, then vs, 0 < s 5 t, m 1 0 we have: 
Ilf - Pmflls I CC*(f)2-m(t-“). (14) 
PROOF: f - Pm f = &m xk /%,k$nk ad applying (10) we have 
Ilf - p,,,fllz 5 c c c 22nS,&k 5 C2-2m(t-“) c c 22t”@k 5 C2-2m(t-“)C,2(f)’ 
n>m k nlm k 
This theorem has already been proved in [4] for the case s = 0. 
From now on we will restrict ourselves to the case of the Daubechies’s compactly supported 
wavelets of Theorem 1. We will then have Supp(4) = [O,A]. 
An interesting computational feature of a multiresolution analysis is the following: given 
the coefficients CY~ of the projection Pmf = C k(Yrc$mk of a function f E L2(R) on vm 
,one can easily calculate the coefficients of the projections P,_,f = zk a;-‘dm-_l,k and 
&m-If = xk Ppsl$rn- 1,k on Vm_l and Wm_l, respectively, by the following procedure [4]: 
m-1 = 
ak c Cn-2ka::, ,L?T-’ = c d,_2@;. (15) 
n n 
By iterating this procedure one can easily calculate all the details of a function f at the 
different resolutions 2j, j 5 m. However, one has to start by calculating Pm f. 
pmf = C(f> 4mk)+mk = 
k 
f (Lzmrn + Y)#mo(Y) dY dmk. (16) 
We approximate P,f by interpolating with a polynomial of degree q the function f in 
the above integral. Let zk = k2-” and let F, be the polynomial of degree q such that 
fk(zk + xi> = f (lk + xi> 
If I is an interval such that [zk, S.!k+q] C 1 then we 
vi = 0, . ..) q. 
have [9], 
(17) 
If - L440,PJ I wqtl If Iy+l,p,l. (18) 
The constant C is essentially dependent on the ratio between III and lzk+y - zkl and then 
it will be independent of m if these two quantities are proportional. 
Let 
gk = J- fk(xk + Y)d’mo(Y)dY R 
and, following [l], define the approximate projector 
(19) 
R&f = c ck4rnk. 
k 
(20) 
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We note that 
i=O 
)#i 
And by setting cm(i) = ~r$,,-,(y)l~(y) dy, we have: 
RY,,f = c &,(i)+k+i) drnk = c 
k i=O k 
where the identity cm(i) = 2- “i2co(i) is obtained by a simple change of variable, so we can 
compute RL f by calculating once and for all the q + 1 coefficients co(i), i = 0,. . . , q (which 
are rational functions of the coefficients ck [l]) and then applying the previous formula. 
REMARK 1: By setting q = 0 we will have the following approximate projection: 
R;f = c 2-m’2f(xk)hnk. (23) 
k 
The following theorem holds. 
THEOREM 3. Let V, be an r-regular MRA and let 4 be the relative scaling function. If 
f E Wq+l~P(W) then Vs E N, s 5 r we have: 
Iprnf - R&f Lp I Clf lq+l,p2-m(q+1-s). (24) 
PROOF: We begin by evaluating the modulus of the coefficients 
16klp := l(f) hk) - Gk 1’ = IJ, ‘#hO(Y)(f (xk + Y) - .h(zk + Y)) hip 
Noting that Supp(~$) c [0, A2-m] and applying Holder inequality with l/p + l/p’ = 1 : 
IskIp 5 ~At2- 
P 
‘hO(Y)(f(Zk + Y) - fk(tk + Y)> dY 
5 ~~d~,~~~f - -@p,[zl,ek+A,2”‘] (25) 
< ~pm~1’2-“p’~~~~~,p~~f - &I;,P,[tk,2k+~,p] - 
L 2pm(1’2-1’p’)l~l~,p~clf Ifj+l,p,[lk,rk+M,2m] (M2-m)P(q+1) > 
where M 2 max{A,q} is an integer such that [O,q] C [O,M], so that [Xk, Xk + q/2”’ lc 
[zk, zk + kf/2m] and by a change of variable I&,OIO,P, = 2m(‘/2-1/P’)l~l~,p,. 
We now apply Proposition 1: 
l/P 
Ip,,,f - R&fl.,,p 5 C2”m2mC1’2-1’p) x I< f,&k > --&jP 
k 
< C2”“277+/2-‘lP) - 
M p(q+l) l/p 
x C2Pm(1’2-1’p’)141;,p’Clf l;+l,p,[~*,I*+M,2rn] 2” 
( k 0 ) 
< C2~m2m(l-llp-llp’)2-m(4+1)lf Iq+l,p - 
And since 1 - l/p - l/p’ = 0, we have the thesis. 
REMARK 2: In (4), estimate (25) was proven for p = +W for f E C”. 
REMARK 3: The same estimate holds with practically unchanged proof if we define R, f = 
ck ~khnk with ck = s &O(y).&+p(k)(zk + y) dy with p(k) E i! such that Ip( I C. 
REMARK 4: As a consequence of the theorem, we remark that for the iterative procedure 
introduced by I. Daubechies to construct recursively the scaling function 4(x) as a limit 
O(Z) = limL_+m pi, the following estimate holds: 
I~u - 410,~ L c2-%11,2. (26) 
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